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N A N CY STAU D T, B A ., JD ., Ph.D . ............................................................................................................................................................... D ean
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A NNE ITE R . A PPELL, B .A ., J D . ............................................................................................................................................. P rofessor of Law
SUSAN FREUCH APPLETON, A.B., JD ........................ Lemma Barkeloo & Phoebe Couzins Professor ofLaw
ADAM B.BADAwi,BA.,JD.,Ph.D. .............. .................... ................. o;OProfessorofLaw
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CHE SD............................................................................................................... Professor of Law
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KATH EN CLARK, B A ., J . ........ ......................................................................................................................... Professor of Law
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MARION G. CRAiN,BS.,JD. ................................................. Wiley B. Rutledge Professor of Law
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AU-ENNE DAvi, BC . , JD .................................................................................................. iiing sVan Cleve Professor of Law
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DANIELK EMPLAND,B .M .,M .M .,JD ...... ............................................................................................................... ecturerin Law
PAUUNET. KIM, A.B., JD. .......................................... Daniel Noyes Kirby Professor ofLaw
MARK KLOEMPKEN, B.A., ML.S., J.D. ......................................................... Lecturer in Law
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DAVIDT.KONIG,BA.,M.A.,PhD......s............................................Professor ofLaw & History
RICHARD B. KUHNs, A.B., LL.B., LLM., SJD. ................................................................................... Professor of Law Emeritus
D .B RUCE LA PIERRE, A .B.,J.D . ............................................................................................................................................. P rofessor of Law
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NANCY LEO NG, B .A .,J . ........................................................................................................................................ Visiting Professor of Law
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ERIC M ILLER, LL.B.,LL M ....................................................................................................................................... Visiting Professor of Law
K ENNEnT J. M Ii ER, B S., B .A ., M .S. ..................................................................................................................................... l ecturer in Law
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BRISHEN ROGERS, B A ., JD . .................................................................................................................................... Visiting Professor of Law
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R. D ALE SWIHART, A .B., JD . ................................................................................................................................ Professor of Law Em eritus
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CORT VANOSTRAN, A .B.JD . .................................................................................................................................... Visiting Lecturer in Law
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Russell Jackson Edward J. Miller
Colleen C. Jones Michelle Monahan
Felicia Jones Sarah Narkiewicz
Michael Kahn Andrew Nash
Randy Kahn Jay A. Nathanson
Roberst Kallen Burton Newman
Eileen Kamerick MelissaG. Nolan
Keith Kcher Ronald A. Norwood
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Theodore J. MacDonald Zachary Schmook
Scott H. Malin Matthew P. Shaefer
Michael Markenson Miriam Helena Schaeffer
Hon. David Mason Hon. Bany Schemer
James W. Mathis Tea Schneider
Christallyn McCloud Booker T. Shaw
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